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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. The Problem * To furnish a four room, apartment at four
different price levels. The price levels were determined by
the teacher with the coQperation of the pupils, as explained
later.
B. The Psychological Approach to Reasoning . As noted by
Greene^there are five fundamental steps in problem solving.
These closely parallel the steps in the thinking process as
set forth by Dewey. The first step in the solution of a
problem involves a thorough understanding of the items,
elements, and processes which are stated or implied in it.
It is, in other words, a matter of comprehension. Then come
the analysis and organization of the necessary facts to be
considered in the solution of the problem. The next step
is the act of recognition of the process involved. From
this the pupil moves straight to the fourth step, the solu-
tion, where he applies to a specific situation his knowledge
of the tools of number work. The final step is the process
of verification, which is mainly a matter of checking by
1. H. A. Greene, "Directed Drill in the Comprehension of
Verbal Problems in Arithmetic," Journal of Educational
Research (January, 1925) 11: 33-40.
<
estimating the most probable answer, or by an actual recheck
of the computations and processes. The solution of the
problem depends upon the child's knowledge of fundamentals;
and this can be improved by drill. The remaining operations-
comprehension, analysis, and recognition of processes —are
not so simple, nor are they so directly improved. They rest
largely upon experience.
1
Munroe and Clark say that the nature of the response
one makes is the distinguishing characteristic of a problem
situation. The response is complex. Meanings are connected
with words and symbols; the implied question concerning a
functional relationship is identified and answered; denom-
inate numbers are recalled; numbers are copied and read;
reflective thinking is therefore involved. Reflective
thinking, however, is involved in only the first phase of
the total response.
In listing the activities that adults engage in, in
2
their business and social world, Munroe and Clark state that
people have occasion to answer a number of informational
questions relating to such activities as bsinking, transporta-
tion, transmitting money, taxation, insurance, manufacturing,
and construction. Usually, precise and definite questions
1. W. S. Munroe and J. A. Clark, "The Teacher's Responsibil-
ity for Devising Lesu?ning Exercises in Arithmetic," Bureau
of Educational Research , University of Illinois, 1926.
2. Ibid.

are required in these activities. We must have these ob-
jectives in mind when we teach children how to solve prob-
lems; we must first know what problems they will most likely
encounter in their own experiences. The need for counting
objects, estimating or measuring heights and weights, and
comprehending business forms is generally recognized, but the
need for identifying and making up arithmetic problems that
arise in practical situations is even more important. With
few exceptions adults seldom need to solve a verbal problem
stated by another person. Their problems are presented by
their own practical experience and before the solution is be-
gun the problem must be formulated at least mentally in
their own minds.
1
Judd states that the results secured by analyzing
the textbooks on problems may be more clearly stated only
after certain distinctions have been drawn. The first of
these distinctions has to do with the difference between
what is called the "arithmetical" and the "situation phases"
of the problem. That is, when a problem deals with pencils
or with articles of food, the concrete situation which is
more or less clear in the minds of the pupils is very differ-
ent from the concrete situation to which reference is made
in a problem dealing with the hours as shown by a clock,
1. C. H. Judd, "Psychological Analysis of the Fundsunentals of
Arithmetic," University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, 1927.

or the distances covered in a trip. These are the phases
which are referred to as "situation phases." This authority
shows us how confusion arises on the part of the child in
textbook problems by the words that are used in problems as
how much or how many, what is the total amount, for addition
problems; and the words take away, find the difference, how
1
many more, for subtraction problems. To Judd, it seems that
the greatest difficulty in solving problems of the textbook
type arises because of the language used. Therefore, to
save time the bright child learns to solve these problems
by cues rather than by thinking them through. Modern text-
books too often gather elaborate lists of problems but give
no real help in reaching the levels of abstract thought
necessary for their solution.
This proves the necessity of reaching down to the
pupil* s level of thought or of drawing problems from his own
personal experiences suid also from those of his own con-
temporaries in order that the problems should have definite
meaning for him. After all is said and done, textbooks can-
not possibly provide the teacher with problems that would
be related to the interests of her class. At best they can
only give suggestions for leads. Real problems come from
life.
1. Judd, loc. cit .
it
Ballard says that the teaching of problems is in it-
self a problem. The teachers of the past generations solved
this problem work quite simply by not teaching problems at
all. The teacher believed that it was his business to give
his pupils arithmetic, not to give them brains. He taught
them the rules, and if they had the brains, they would apply
the rules; if they did not, well then, it certainly was no
fault of his. Such a theory certainly would not assist in
arousing the child's interest or in sharpening his amalytical
powers. We must therefore come to the conclusion that a
pupil's capacity to work a given problem in a textbook de-
pends partly on his native intelligence, for which the
teacher is not responsible, and partly on his familiarity
with similar problems, for which the teacher is responsible.
This criticism of problems as presented in textbooks which
may or may not deal with the child's experiences and back-
ground emphasizes the necessity for having arithmetic prob-
lems that have to do with his activities in and out of
school.
2
Brueckner and Melby state, "According to psycholog-
ical principles a problem arises out of some felt need or
difficulty in a particular situation." Now the consequences
1. P. B. Ballard, "Teaching the Essentials of Arithmetic,"
University of London Press, Ltd ., London, 1928.
2. L. J. Brueckner and E. 0. Melby, "Diagnostic and Remedial
Teaching," Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1931.

6of this felt need are that a series of mental and motor
activities is begun leading to a possible solution of the
problem. For example, an individual may wish to find the
relative merits of two different automobiles of the same
price level. His first procedure is to collect the necessary-
data regarding such items as depreciation, durability, gas-
oline consumption, the ease of riding and many other pertin-
ent points. This information may be arranged in some system-
I
atic way. Then by a process of selection, balancing one set
I of data against the other, and a consideration of the relative
importance of differences found, a choice is finally made.
In other words, in life problems involving number do arise
time and time again. When the problem has been formulated
in the mind of the individual, he then must decide on a
method of solving it. This involves setting up the object-
ive, the collection of pertinent data, the selecting tenta-
tively of the most desirable method of solution, and then
the carrying out and the appraisal of the solution that has
been chosen. In life situations of this kind, the data
needed are not presented to the individual in a systematic
fashion; he must select from a mass of facts those that are
important for the problem. He must be able to state clear-
ly his objective, and then direct his activities in such a
way that a satisfactory solution is reached. In school
there are many situations encountered where the need for
solving problems arises, such as a school party, in which
I
number has a definite function. Many other occasions arise
in the daily activities in the school and in the home in
which the child participates and the need for solution is
felt.
1
According to Thorndike, desirable qualities in
arithmetic problems are:
1. The problems should preferably deal with a
situation which is most likely to occur in
the child's life.
2. The problem should not make the situation
harder or easier to understand than it
would be in real life.
The trouble with presenting problems in textbooks is
that they must be described in words. The problems of life
consist mainly of situations that actually exist before one's
eyes. When pupils actually play store with groceries and
money, or lay out their own school garden or baseball field,
or decide which side won a game, or who jumped farthest,
they are really being taught to use their minds effectively.
Many of the difficulties of pupils in learning and of teach-
ers in teaching problem solving are due to the use of prob-
lems described in words. It is correct and proper to
describe situations in an English class, but time out for
English in arithmetic is not necessary when pupils are given
real problems to solve. Consequently the newer methods try
1. E. E. Thorndike, "The New Methods in Arithmetic,-' Rand
McNally and Company, New York, 1921.
0
to provide real situations that are probable, suid to encour-
age the pupil to identify himself as the person who is
planning or acting out the problem situation.
In summarizing what has been said about the psychol-
ogical approach to problem work in arithmetic, one notes first
of all that the child must feel a need for the solution to a
problem that arises from his own environment and experiences.
Another very importsint investigation that has to do
1
with the psychology of reasoning is by Kline, who shows that
there is very close relation between habits and reasoning,
the former being necessary in furnishing both the means and
the content in reasoning, the latter ceasing to function as
soon as appropriate habits are formed. This investigation
therefore tends to weaken the old assumption that reasoning
is entirely independent of habits.
2
C. Difficulties of Textbook Problems . Brueckner and Melby
say that under present conditions most of the problem work
in arithmetic classes is quite different from what it should
be. Textbooks contain large numbers of verbal problems for
pupils to solve. In these problems the pupils are given
all the facts needed to arrive at a solution. It is apparent-
1. L. W. Kline and P. K. Anderson, '*The Role of Habit in
Reasoning,'^ School Science and Mathematics, (February,
1926).
2. Brueckner and Melby, og. cit.
1
9ly assumed that the pupils will learn to apply processes in
life situations by learning to solve these textbook problems.
It is more desirable to use the many natural situations that
arise from school and home activities and to show the pupils
the concrete applications of the arittimetic processes as they
meet them in their own experiences.
Evidently, the poor results which children secure in
dealing with textbook problems casts a serious doubt upon the
value of such work. Brueckner,^in his book, "Diagnostic and
Remedial Teaching in Arithmetic," lists the faults in prob-
lem solving, as follows:
1. Failure to understand the problem before him
in whole or in part. This might be due to
incorrect reading and interpretation because
of insufficient experience of the problem.
Many pupils use a hit or miss method in secur-
ing an answer when they do not know what to do.
2. Carelessness in reading.
3. Inability in use of the fundamentals. They use
the right process but get the wrong answer be-
cause they don't divide or multiply correctly.
4. Confusion of processes - they don't know which
process to use for a given problem.
5. Lack of knowledge of the facts and measures.
6. Inability in the use of decimals, that is,
confusion in the dollars suid cents column.
7. Inability in the use of fractions.
8. Ignorance of quantitative relations such as cost,
gain, and selling price.
1. L. J. Brueckner, "Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in
Arithmetic," Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1926.
fI
9. Lack of interest*
Newcomb^states that the teacher should determine
before assigning a lesson in problem solving of the textbook,
type whether there are any ideas involved, situations de-
scribed, or conditions mentioned with which the pupils are
unfamiliar. In order that children may read intelligently
thay must have had personal experiences of a somewhat similar
nature to those involved in the problem material* Where
these experiences are found lacking, an attempt should be
made to supply them in the school environment* Some schools
provide vicarious experiences by having the pupils take
imaginary trips and operate miniature stores, banks, farms,
and manufacturing establishments. It is only when the pupil
has definite and individual experience that he can develop
well defined mental images of the situation involved in a
problem he reads. A clear mental image in the mind of the
pupil is very essential if problems are to be read properly.
A correlation of arithmetic with the reading, composition,
and language lessons cannot be too strongly emphasized.
This is one great fault with textbook problems.
2
Schonell states that the essentials in problem solv-
ing might be enumerated as follows:
1. Intelligent reading of the problem.
1. Ralph Newcomb, "Modern Methods of Teaching Arithmetic,"
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1926.
2. Fred Schonell, "Diagnoses of Individual Difficulties in
Arithmetic Oliver and Boyd Company, London, 1937.

2. Good technique of attack; analysis and
su?rangement of data.
3. Seeing relationships between the data*
4. Seeing an analogy with similar problems.
6. Selecting and reproducing the process.
6. Accurate computation.
7. Approximate checking of the result.
1
Lutes summarizes the present status of knowledge
about problem solving in textbooks as follows:
1. That problem solving is highly correlated
with native intelligence.
2. That considerable theoretical agreement
exists as to the main factors involved in
problem solving, as reading comprehension,
computation, technical vocabulary, methods of
attack, native intelligence and attitude toward
work.
But in problems that come out of real life situations,
the teacher would not have to worry about the attitude of the
pupil toward his work. He would be enthusiastic and very
much interested because it would be a problem which vitally
affects him. The teacher would not have to worry about
methods of attack since he would actually see with his own
eyes why we must add, subtract, divide, or multiply to ar-
rive at the solution. In life problems are not as complex
and involved as in textbooks. The necessary operations
are fundamentally simple and easy to understand. The teacher
would not have to worry unduly about the technical vocabulary
because problems that arise from life situations are not
stated at first but are formed mentally before put into words,
and the words used to describe the problems are put into
every day language. The only type of problems that would
involve technical language would appear in specialized
1. D. S. Lutes, "The Evaluation of Three Techniques for
Improving Ability to Solve Arithmetic Problems," University
of Iowa Monographs in Education
,
College of Education,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, (June 1, 1926).
if
machine work. This certainly would occur with elementary-
school children; therefore, no time has to be wasted in ex-
plaining technical words.
D. The Practical Application of Arithmetic as Related to
Problems in Real Life Situations . Now that it has been shown
why textbook problems do not meet the needs and individual
differences of the pupils and do not follow lines of reason-
ing experienced by children, it seems important for the teach
er to approach arithmetic problems from a different viewpoint
Let us consider the requirements of good problems
1
for the child. Wilson has presented the criteFia for prob-
lem work very concisely. They are as follows:
1. "Providing additional drill material should
be not part of the purpose of the problem.
Most present textbook problems are dis-
guised drill.
2. "The written problem work should not be
subordinated to processes taught.
3. "Wisdom euid judgment in decisions on business
matters —these are the real heart of the matter.
4. "The problems should be drawn from the community
and subordinated to real experience.
6. "This means that they must be sizeable and
pertinent to the group.
6. "Figuring as such is secondary, although es-
sential. The teacher helps as needed.
7. "The setting up of written problem units to
meet the requirements of these criteria be-
comes a matter of concern; it will require
1. G. M. V/ilson, "Criteria of the Written Problem," School
of Education, 64: 457-460 (April, 1934).
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familiarity with pupils and the community*
The development of one such motivated written
problem unit may take all the class time on
written problems for several weeks, a month,
or a semester,"
Several other authorities on arithmetic support
Wilson's theses on written problem units. One of them is
1
Paul Klapper. His study has sought to justify the teaching
of arithmetic on a five-fold basis: the practical, the dis-
cip5.inary, the pleasurable, the conventional, and the prepar-
atory. The present day interpretation of the idea of the
transfer of training - the belief that education is an
interpretation of experience - tends to humanize the subject,
and to teach that the practical value of arithmetic is primaiy.
To it all other values must bend. A course of study in
arithmetic, selected and organized with the utilitarian aim
in view, may be so taught that all other values are realized.
2
Another authority is Overman. He says that the mas-
tery of problems in real life involves the ability to plan
the solution as well as the ability to execute the plan
successfully. This ability to plan the solution does not
come through the blind rule of following rules and direc-
tions. It can only come from meeting many different kinds
of problems and reasoning each through in terms of the re-
1. Paul Klapper, "Teaching of Arithmetic," Appleton-Century
Company, New York, 1934.
2. J. R. Overman, "Principles and Methods of Teaching
Arithmetic," 1925.

lationships involved* The essentials of a good problem are:
1. They must be concrete to the pupil.
2. They must be typical of real life.
3. They must be varied.
4. They must develop judgment in arriving at
a possible solution of a problem.
The problem met as an actual life situation is both
harder and easier than the textbook problem. It is easier,
because it is more concrete and therefore it is easier for
the pupils to see the relation of the various quantities in-
volved. It is harder, because the successful meeting of the
life situation involves an element not encountered in the
situation in the text. In the one case the required data
are given, and all the pupils have to do is to determine how
to make use of this information. In the other case the data
are not given, and the pupils must first decide what informa-
tion and data they will need and then get the data for them-
selves. This develops judgment. It follows therefore that
the pupils cannot develop the ability to apply their arith-
metic to actual life situations by applying it to textbook
descriptions of such situations. Ideally, all of the prob-
lems of arithmetic should be met by the pupils as actual life
situations
.
Morton^sees some of the weaknesses of textbook prob-
1. R. L. Morton, "Teaching Arithmetic in Elementary Schools,"
Silver and Burdett Company, 1927.

lems. He says that the informational function of arithmetic
has to do with pupils* activities such as banking, stock
exchange, etc. This makes arithmetic interesting, meaning-
ful, and more worth while, besides increasing the pupils*
understanding of arithmetic facts and processes.
The sociological function emphasizes practical ap-
plications of arithmetic in business and governmental af-
fairs. For example, if an individual is to be an intelligent
consumer, if he is to make desirable selections of food,
clothing, shelter, also labor saving devices, and education-
al and recreational facilities, he must continually give his
attention to matters of a quantitative character.
White^in her thesis found that a larger percentage
of children selected the right process in solving an arith-
metic problem when the situation involved was based on the
child's experience.
2
It is stated by Roantree and Taylor that the real
purpose of arithmetic is a practical one. The solution of
problems that the child meets in his every day living should
be taken up. In the early grades the problems must relate
to the personal experience of the children. The home , the
school, and the neighborhood constitute the young child's
1. H. M. White, "Relation of an Understanding of a Situation
and Success in its Solution," Boston University Thesis , 1932.
2. Roantree and Taylor, "An Arithmetic for Teachers," The
Macmillan Company, 1927.

world. The work in arithmetic should enable the pupils to
think about their environment, their experiences, and their
activities quantitative ly» As time goes on, the child's
world expands. His school studies in science, literature,
history, art, etc., are liberating him from the narrow,
selfish concerns of his childhood. There comes a time when
he is interested in current events; when the bulletin board
with its clippings from newspapers and magazines is the
center of interest. The problem work in arithmetic should
keep pace with this development.
It is safe to say that the bulk of arithmetical
1
problems has to do with money and trade. We find also that
an increasing number of problems can deal with what children
play, with their constructive activities and their group
interests. These are problems of daily living. Since the
numerical relations involved in non-commercial problems are
present also in commuercial problems, there is no danger in
letting the interests of children largely determine the con-
tent of the problems they solve.
In the higher grades of the elementary school the
children are ready for training in desirable social attitudes,
The teacher who is himself interested in human activity — who
is appreciative of the value of the services of those who
1. G. M. Wilson, "The Social and Business Usage of Arith-
metic," Teachers' College Contribution to Education, No.
100, 1919.

operate our railroads, dig our coal, supply us with food,
clothing, and shelter, give us beautiful things to enjoy in
literature, art, and music, will find in such activities a
wealth of problem material.
If the teacher is broadly interested in human affairs,
j
he can create in his pupils attitudes toward life that will
^
tend to make them more conscientious in their vocations, more
|i intelligent as citizens, and more sympathetic and helpful in
j
ji
all the relations that they will be called upon to sustain,
j
The work in arithmetic can be made to contribute to these
desirable ends. However, the real purpose of written prob-
lem work must not be forgotten, that of developing ultimately
good judgment in business and every day economics. The best
|i
I. material for use in teaching problem solving in arithmetic
ll 1
|!
seems, - from the study of Conner and Hawkins, - to be prob-
j
lems which are selected by the pupils themselves from their 1
environment. This study showed that the schools on a whole
||
which had emphasized the collection of problems by the pupils
• had better results than the other schools which had not done
ll
problem work by this method. Another conclusion reached was
I
that problems from life were more effective in the develop-
ment of problem solving ability than problems from textbooks,
even when measured by the traditional problem scales.
r 1. W. L. Conner and G. C. Hawkins, '^at Materials are Most
i! Useful to Children in Learning to Solve Problems?"^
I'
Educational Method , 16: 21-29, (October 1, 1936).

£• Summary * It is evident from the above that there has
been a steady movement in the direction of functional problem
units in arithmetic. To summarize, the following conclusions
|
may be noted:
!• That leaders in the field have tried to
improve written problems in textbooks so as
to make them more real and alive to the child.
The things done in the problems include a
fuller, more vivid statement of the problem,
and collecting the problems for the day*s
work around one center of interest, such
as a trip to the local post-office.
2. Leaders have tried to get improvement in
written problem work by analyzing the factors
involved, and then working toward improve-
ment of one factor after another. Some of
these factors are reading ability, computa-
tional ability, vocabulary, form of the prob-
lem, and familiarity with the situation.
3. But while small improvements may result from
efforts, as in the last two conclusions above,
by and large the work remains on a very low
scale. It is not in the least appealing to
the child and is poor in quality.
4. Occasional shifts to pupils* own problems
as shown by Conner and Hawkins indicates
a decided improvement in problem solving.
5. Meanwhile there has been developing, for over
a quarter of a century, a series of problem
units connected closely with the lives of
the children and their community. Such work
results in a feeling of worthwhileness and
success on the part of the children, and
therefore entirely changes their attitudes
towards the work.
1. V/. L. Conner and G. C. Hawkins, ©£. cit., 21-29.

IThus we arrive at the functional problem unit as the
best solution, and it is such a unit that has been undertaken
as a basis for this thesis.
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CHAPTER II
TEE ItfETHOD OF PROCEDURE
A. Plan of the Unit * The general plan of this problem unit
in arithmetic resembles in some respects the problem reported
1
jin the thesis by Miss Irene Cummings, at least in the arrange- i
ment of the list of prices on the furniture and the furnish-
ings in the apartment However, the present unit differs
from Miss Cummings* in several respects.
One difference is that of grade levels Miss Cummings*
j
study was worked out with a class of less capable senior high
school girls. The following study was accomplished with a
fifth grade; therefore, it had to be placed on a simpler
basis*
Another difference is the method of approach. Miss
Cummings planned her unit from the budget angle. As this
approach would be too difficult for a fifth grade to achieve,
another plan had to be formulated*
It was decided to assign a stated amount of money for
the apartment* The children were asked not to deviate far
from the amount agreed upon.
1. Irene Cummings, "Putting Arithmetic Problem Work on a
Functional Basis," Boston University Master »s Thesis, 1934.
I
N"umber of Apartments to Furnish * To give the children
ample opportunity to exercise caution and judgment in the ex-
penditure of the money, four apartments were to be furnished,
each to have a different price level*
Number of Rooms in the Apartment * The next step to
consider was how many rooms we should furnish. After some
discussion on whether we ought to have four or five rooms,
the group agreed to furnish four rooms. The rooms would
consist of a living room, a kitchen, and two bedrooms — one
bedroom for the children and the other for their parents.
Some children raised the question as to how we should enter-
tain guests, especially if we should want to have dinners and
parties, if we did not have a dining room. That problem was
solved by having an extension table which could accommodate
quite a number of guests, in the living room. The main
reason for dispensing with the dining room was that we could
get better furniture with the money on hand if we bought
furniture for four rooms rather than for five rooms. The
ultimate decision was an economic one, and it gave the
children a splendid opportunity to judge and weigh money
values. The economic level chosen was appropriate for the
community.
B. Determining the Amount of Money to be Spent for Each
Apartment . The next step to consider was the different
amounts that would be spent on the four apartments. The

teacher brought out the fact at this time that the groups
should plan to have distinct price levels for each of the
four apartments*
The Cost of Furnishing an Apartment with a Moderate
Income. Kow, the question arose in the minds of some of the
children as to the cost of furnishing a fairly comfortable
home. As this group of children came from homes that were
not of very comfortable means, the teacher decided to help
them out on this price level. The decision was to set aside
about twelve hundred dollars for the furnishing of the first
type of apartment. The second price level had to be suf-
ficiently lower, so as to have a comparison between one price
level and another. It would also create the necessity for
the children to learn how to economize and judge values to
the best of their ability.
The amount of money to be spent for the second apart-
ment was fixed at eight hundred dollars.
The third apartment had to be still lower in price.
The group decided to spend about four hundred dollars for
this apartment*
When it came to determining the price of the fourth
I and last apartment, many of the children could not conceive
of spending less than four hundred dollars in furnishing an
i apartment. However, the teacher suggested that they spend
I
;
only two hundred dollars for the fourth suite of rooms, and
try to decide how to apportion the money.

The planning of the last two apartments provided
a real challenge to the children's judgment and motivation
for application of facts from their own experiences
The class had decided to lower the price level still
farther down the scale, but the children realized, after a
discussion at this point, that they would have to buy used
furniture, or unpainted furniture and stain it themselves.
This idea did not appeal to the group, because they felt
that when they furnished their own homes they would want
everything new and up to date, even though the furniture
was cheap, rather than buy more expensive furniture that had
been used.
C. Factors which Motivated the Group for the Unit . Now that
the unit was defined and understood by the class, the next
point to consider by the teacher was how to motivate the
children so that they would feel the need and understand the
value of the study. An importsint point to consider was
whether the children had, as a whole, sufficient background
and enough experience with the buying of any kind of furnish-
ing for their own homes, to warrant a desire to study this
problem.
Evidently, the children were more or less prepared
for the study of the unit, because upon inquiry by the teacher,
varied leads were given by the children themselves for the
furniture unit. The leads given by the children were the
following:
23
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1. Some of the pupils* families were moving at
this time, and had to buy new sets of furniture.
2. Other children had aunts or cousins who were
getting married; therefore, there was quite
a bit of discussion at home on how to budget
one*s money for furniture and how much money
would be needed to furnish an apartment.
3. Another factor which motivated the group,
especially in the case of the girls, was the
opportunity afforded them to plan their own
homes as they desired, without any outside
interference*
For the few children who lacked the proper enthusiasm
in this unit, a suggestion was made by the teacher to visit
the furniture stores in the city. The idea appealed to the
' entire class. Small groups at a time were taken to the
Ij
furniture stores. Each salesman gave the group complete in-
formation concerning the reasons for the different prices on
furniture. The children noted that the prices of furniture
' were determined by several factors, as follows:
1. The type and quality of wood used in the
furniture
.
2. The materials used in the upholstering
of the furniture.
3. The detail work in the carving of the
furniture frame.
D. Steps in the Development in the Furnishing of One Apartment .
(0
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separately with the class working along at the same time.
To provide for group activity four committees of six
children in each group were formed. Each committee was held
responsible for the furnishing of one room.
For assignments, the committees were asked to bring
in price lists gleaned from the newspapers and advertisements
appropriate for the room that they were furnishing. All the
data collected were kept in a scrapbook so that the children
could organize and keep track of the differences in prices.
According to one furniture salesman, prices in furniture
change every three months.
The committees were then asked to prepare, for the next
day's lesson, the price lists including the number of pieces
for each room. These reports were brought into class. The
teacher put the price of each piece of furniture and furnish-
ings on the board, as it was given by the chairman of the
committee. A discussion then followed by the class, during
which the children had an opportunity to decide whether the
prices for the furniture were too high, too low, or accept-
able •
All through the unit, opportunities were given to
develop better judgment, so that we should receive the most
value for our money.
A detailed account of how the first unit was developed
will now be given. The remaining three units were carried
out in similar manner.

How to Divide the Money Allotted for the Furnishings .
It was decided to allow twelve hundred dollars for the first
apartment* The question that arose at this point was how to
divide the money allotted for the furnishing of the apartment
so that we should know whether or not we were spending too
much or too little on each room.
This problem did not seem too difficult for the child-
ren to solve, because the answer came quite readily without
too much coaxing by the teacher. They said, "If one divides
the total amount of money to be used by the number of rooms
to be furnished, that would give us the answer." Accordingly,
they decided to divide the twelve hundred dollars by four.
They found that on the average they could spend about three
hundred dollars for each room. Now, another question arose,—
if one has three hundred dollars to spend for each room, how
much should one pay for the furniture alone? Various prices
were given, mostly in the vicinity of two hundred dollars,
which sum was finally decided upon.
The teacher asked the children at this point whether
or not they knew how to find out how much would be left for
floor coverings, window dressings, sheets, pillow cases,
blankets, etc., if they paid two hundred dollars for the
furniture. This question did not bother them to any great
extent either, because they understood from previous experi-
ence that if they subtracted the two hundred dollars, which
(0
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they expected to pay for the furniture, from the total amount
of the three hundred dollars allowed, they would then have
one hundred dollars left to spend for the furnishings of a
room.
Determining How to Buy the Furniture . Now that the
question was settled in general as to how to divide the money,
the next thing to consider was how the furniture should be
bought, — piece by piece, or a complete set for the special
price given. The factor to consider at this point was what
would be the advantages or disadvantages of each plan.
The conclusion reached was that if one bought furniture
one piece at a time , it would be a more expensive procedure
than if the furniture were bought in a set. However, they
felt that with the money they had on. hand, they could afford
to choose what furniture they liked, and would buy it by the
piece. If they had to economize as much as possible, because
the money was not too plentiful, then it would be wiser to
buy the specials the furniture companies offered.
The next step was considering which room the children
would wish to furnish first. A question was raised by a mem-
ber of the group as to which rooms would be more important
to furnish at the start. They finally decided to buy the
kitchen and bedroom sets first, because these rooms were to
be used immediately. They could then furnish the living room
at their leisure.
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Listing of Furriiture and Prices * Now, the children
were ready to make out the list of furniture pieces and the
prices.
Beginning with the parents* bedroom, each child re-
ported what the furniture consisted of in his own home.
The teacher noted at this point that the children were not
the least bit self-conscious about revealing the information.
In fact, they were eager to impart to the other children what
they had in their homes.
The teacher then wrote out the kinds and prices of
the furniture, as the children volunteered the information.
Then followed the process of elimination. It was
noted that too many pieces of furniture were considered,
because there would not be enough space to hold that number
of pieces.
The final number, and types of furniture for all the
rooms will be found in complete detail on the following pages.
Two colunins of prices were worked out by the children.
The first column was the amount of money they had allotted
for the room. The second column was the amount of money
finally spent. The prices in the second column were de-
termined by the advertisements in the newspapers, and after
checking upon the prices by visiting the furniture stores.
Both columns were added. The total amounts were then sub-
tracted to find out whether or not they had exceeded the
estimate
•
it
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In the listing of the household furnishings, in
quantities and prices, the same procedure as described above
was followed.
The teacher found no difficulty in having the children
list what was needed in the way of furnishings for their
parents* bedroom. This is easy to understand for the simple
reason that it was all within their immediate environment
and experience.
The plan for furnishing the remaining rooms in all
the other three units was developed in the same way.
However, several facts were noted by the children,
as the units were being developed. These were the differ-
ences that occurred in the prices, quantities, and types of
furnishings of the first unit and the remaining three. The
following facts were brought out:
1. If one had only eight hundred dollars to
spend for the second suite of rooms, one
could only spend on the average two hundred
dollars for each room, of which one hundred
dollars may be spent for the furniture. The
remaining one hundred dollars may be used
for the furnishings.
2. If one had only four hundred dollars to
spend on an apartment of four rooms, one
could safely pay as much as one hundred
dollars for each room, of which fifty
dollars may be paid for furniture, and
the remaining fifty dollars may be used
for furnishings.
3. If one had only two hundred dollars to spend
for four rooms, one could spend not more
than fifty dollars for each room, of which
thirty-five dollars may be used for furniture,
and the remaining fifteen dollars may be spent
for the furnishings
.
r
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It is interesting to note that when the group was
working on the last unit, a special offer was given to a
customer, A five-piece dinette set would be given free, if
two or more sets of furniture were bought at the same time.
As the lowest price was thirty-five dollars for each room,
this opportunity was quickly seized upon by the children, so
that they could use the extra money for better quality in
furnishings.
As the units were carried out, the children noted the
items on which there were savings. The greatest reductions
in price were to be found in the furniture sets. As far as
the furnishings were concerned, no appreciable difference in
price occurred between the twelve hundred and eight hundred
dollar apartments. But in the four hundred and two hundred
dollar apartments a noticeable saving of money was observed,
not only in the furniture prices, but in the prices on
furnishings as well.
4. In the four hundred and two hundred dollar
apartments there were many reductions in
the items of the furniture and furnishings.
The children had continually to cut down
prices on every article, so that they would
not exceed the amounts tentatively agreed
upon.
5. The children also noted that one could
furnish an apartment on very little money,
if one knew how to buy in quantities and
watched the newspaper advertisements for
special sales on furniture.
During the time that we were working on the last two
units , the January sales in linens , household goods , furnish-

ings and furniture for the home were being advertised. Here
was an opportunity to save money and buy fair quality in
every item that was needed.
The class was asked by the teacher to find out how
much money would be saved on each item if it were bought at
the sale price. Every child was called upon to state the
regular price as listed in the newspaper and the given sale
price. Each sale price was subtracted from the regular
price to determine whether or not one would save a sizeable
amount of money in the sale.
The teacher did not go into great detail on percentage
but it was sufficient to bring to the children* s attention
the percentage reductions as advertised in the newspapers.
The term "percentage" was explained, and they knew that a
fifty percent reduction meant that the price had been re-
duced to one-half of its regular price.
E. The Outcome of the Unit . As the units were progress-
ing, many opportunities arose for the use of measurements.
The following measurements were noted:
1. To determine the length of the curtains,
the children were asked to measure their
own windows at home by inches, because
this was the unit of measurement that
had to be given to the saleslady.
2. Measurements of the floors, in width and
length had to be figured out so that they
would know what size rug would fit their
floors. It was brought to their attention
that rugs for the living room were figured
by feet. The exception to this rule was in

the case of scatter rugs, which were some-
times measured in inches, or in feet and
tenths
.
3. Measurements by inches were noted in the
advertisements of the linens, - that is, in
the tablecloths, napkins, towels, sheets,
pillow cases, bedspreads, scarfs, etc*
4. Measurements for the linoleum in the
kitchen were brought to the children's
attention* They noted that linoleum was
sold by the square yard. The teacher had
to show the children how to change square
feet into square yards. This measurement
alone took about a week's time, before all
the children could figure out how much
it would cost to have inlaid linoleum in
their own kitchens.
Many other arithmetical situations occurred in the
unit* One operation the children had to perform was to add
up all the price lists to get the total amounts of money
spent* The children had to subtract both total amounts of
money, to find out if they had saved, or spent too much money.
The children had to multiply to find out the cost of
several pairs of curtains when the price of one pair was given.
For the final completion of the unit, the groups were
taken to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts to view the collection
of architectural models of Miniature Rooms created by Mrs.
James Ward Thome.
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CHAPTER III
FURNITURE UNITS
As explained in the preceding chapter, four apart-
ments were furnished. The first apartment, which was the
most expensive, was priced at about twelve hundred dollars.
The second apartment was to cost about eight hundred dollars.
The third apartment was priced at about four hundred dollars,
and the fourth apartment was to cost about two hundred dollars.
These prices were not considered arbitrary. Two prices were
given, for each article to be bought for the apartment, name-
ly, the estimated cost and the price actually paid. Both
price lists were added to note how much over or under the
total prices were compared with the amount allowed.
A. The Twelve Hundred Dollar Apartment . The general plan on
the twelve hundred dollar apartment is shown in Tables I, II,
III, lY, V, VI, and VII, which follow. In Table I appears
the estimated and the final prices for the furniture (Part 1)
and for the furnishings (Part 2). The remaining tables,
II, III, IV, V, and VI, follow the same plan as described
above. In Table VII appears the summary of both price lists
for all the rooms of the apartment.

TABLE I. SHOWIi^TG THE ITEIVIS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMTE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE MASTER'S BEDROOM, APARTMENT A.
1. Master's Bedroom - Mahogany
Items
Beds (Twin) @ $20.00 (@ $27.50)
Dresser and Mirror
Chest
Vanity and Mirror
Chair
Bench for Vanity
Night Table
Total
2. Furnishings for Bedroom
Items
Curtains © $2.98 pr.
Bedspread @ $1.00 ea. (@ $3.95)
Draperies @ $3.00 pr. (@ $3.95
Pillows @ 50^ ea. (@ $2.99)
Blankets @ $2.95 ea. (@ $9.95)
Sheets @ 50^ ea. (@ $1.00)
Pillow Cases @ 25ti ea. (@ 50^)
Puff (Down Filled) @ $4.95 ea.
(@ $10.95)
Mattress (Inner Spring)
Scatter Rugs @ $1.50 ea. (@ $3.95)
Total
Number
Estimated
Price
Price
Paid
2 $ 40.00 $ 55.00
1 25.00 37.50
1 30.00 30.00
1 25.25 37.50
1 5.00 9.95
1 7.95
1 3.95
$129.20
11.95
$189.85
Number
Estimated
Price
Price
Paid
2 prs.$ 5.96 $ 5.96
2 2.00 7.90
2 prs. 6.00 7.90
2 1.00 5.98
2 5.90 19.90
2.00 4.00
4 1.00 2.00
2 9.90 21.90
2 20.00 25.90
2 3.00 7.90
$ 56.76 $109.34

Estimated Price, Furniture
Furnishings
Spent for Furniture
Furnishings
$129.20
56>76
$185.96 Total Estimate
$189.85
109.34
$ 299.19 Total Spent
(1
TABLE II. SHOWING THE ITElfIS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE CHILDREN'S BEDROOM,
APARTIVENT A.
1. Children's Bedroom - Maple
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Beds viwin^ (2^ «pj.o»uu eei. vv? ^c,(»o\j) 2 $ oU.UU tp OO .UU
Dresser 1 30.00 36.00
Mirror 1 10.00 9.85
"D /-\ o o AIjOOKCcISc 1 15.00 19.85
1 5.00 7.95
1 20.00 28.95
Total
1 12.00
122.00
10.85
$168.45
2. Furnishings for Bedroom
Items
Estimated Price
Number Price Paid
Curtains @ $1.79 pr. (@ $1.98) 2 prs. $ 3.58 $ 3.96
Bedspread @ $3.00 ea. (@ $3.95) 2 6.00 7.90
Draperies (2^ $1.50 pr. (@ $2.98) 2 prs. 3.00 5.96
Pillows @ $1.50 ea. (@ $3.95) 2 3.00 7.90
Blankets @ $4.00 ea. (@ $6.95) 2 8.00 13.90
Sheets e $1.00 ea. (@ $1.39) 4 4.00 5.56
Pillow Cases @ 25?^ ea. (@ 45^) 4 1.00 1.80
Puff (Down Filled) 2 9.90 11.90
Mattress e $6.95 ea. (@ $14.95) 2 13.90 29.90
Scatter Rugs @ $4.00 ea. (@ $2.26) 2 8.00 4.50
Total $ 60.38 $ 93.28
cc
c
Estimated Price, Furniture
Furnishings
Spent for Furniture
Furnishings
$122.00
60.38
$182.38 Total Estimate
$168.45
93*28
$261.73 Total Spent
c
TABLE III. SEOmNG THE ITEIVIS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE LIVING ROOM, APARTMEOT A.
Living Room - Mahogany Frame
Items
Three Piece Set (including sofa
and two chairs)
End Tables @ $3.00 ea. (@ $9.95)
Table Laa^s at $3*00 ea. (@ $7.95)
Floor Lanp
Extension Table
What-not Cabinet for Wall
Rug (9' X 12»)
Radio (eight tubes)
Curtains @ $1.98 pr. (@ $2.95)
Draperies @ $2.00 pr. (@ $3.98)
Total
Estimated Price
Number Price Paid
pes
.
$ 90.00 $179.00
2 6.00 19.90
2 6.00 15.90
1 10.95 12.95
1 14.95 19.95
1 4.00 9.95
1 32.00 49.95
1 26.00 59.95
pr. 5.94 8.85
pr. 6.00 11.94
200.84 $388.34
ct
c
<
TABLE IV. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTD/IATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE KITCHEN, APARTMENT A.
Kitchen
Number
Estimated Price
Price Paid
Pivft PIpcp Ki'tchpn Set f inclii(iinff
four chairs and a table) 5 pes. $100.00 $ 29.95
Wear-Ever Set of Pots and Pans 15 pes. 11.00 14.96
Every-day Set of Forks, Knives
and SDOons for 6
Pvrex Baker * s Set 17 pes. O .UVJ <2 . VO
Dinner Set of Dishes for 12
Luncheon Set of Dishes for 8 14.00 8.95
Breakfast Set of Dishes for 6 9.95 4.99
Silver-plate Set for 8 29.95 34.75
Electric Iron 1 5.00 6.95
Electric Toaster 1 5.95 7.95
Vacuum Cleaner 1 25.00 29.96
Linoleum (9» x 12») @ $1.34 sq.yd. 16.08
Bridge Set (table and four chairs)
Total
5 12.00 19.95
$243.83 $198.32

TABLE V. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMTE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE BATFIROOM, APARTi/IENT A.
Bathroom
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Hamper 1 $ 2.95 $ 3.29
Shower Curtain 1 1.00 3.95
Window Curtain 1 .98 2.95
Chenille Rug 1 2.00 3.95
Chenille Seat Cover (to match) 1 2.98 1.95
Total $ 9.91 $ 16.09

TABLE VI. SHOV/ING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, OF THE LINENS FOR THE ENTIRE
APARTMENT A.
Linens
Items
Luncheon Cloth with Six Napkins
(white organdy)
Irish Linen Damask Cloth
Napkins (to match)
Turkish Towels
Hand Towels
Wash Cloths
Lace Scarfs @ $1.00 ea.
Printed Cotton Cloth
Total
Estimated Price
Number Price Paid
7 pes. $ 3.50 $ 5.50
1 7.50 6.75
12 3.50 6.75
12 3.00 6.00
12 2.95 3.60
12 1.20 1.25
2 2.00 2.00
1 .60 1.00
$24.15 $32.85
c
TABLE VII. SHOWING THE SUMMARY OF THE FINAL PRELIMINARY
ESTIMATE AND THE COST ALLOWED FOR ALL THE
ROOMS, APARTMENT A.
Preliminary Cost
Room Estimate Allowed
Master's Bedroom $185.96 $ 299.19
Children's Bedroom 182.38 261.73
Living Room 200.84 388.34
Kitchen 243.83 198.32
Bathroom 9.91 16.09
Linens 24.15 32.85
Total $847.07 $1,196.52
^^Thile $1,200.00 was allowed, the preliminary
estimate amounted to only $847.07. The actual cost,
however, was $1,196.52, which was $349.45 over the estimate
but still $3.48 less than the sum of $1,200.00 originally
agreed upon.
r
B» The Eight Hundred Dollar Apartment . The general plan
of the eight hundred dollar apartment is shown in Tables
VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, XIII, and XIV, which follow. The
same plan of price lists was followed as described in
Apartment A.
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TABLE YIII. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE MASTER'S BEDROOM,
APARTMENT B.
Master's Bedroom - Mahogany
Items Number
Estimated
Price
Price
Paid
Eight Piece 18th Century Set
Cmcludes;
8 pes. $300.00 $100.00
Dresser 1
Mirror 1
Chest 1
Bed (full size; 1
Mattress (Inner Spring) 1
Spring 1
Pillows (Pair - Feather) 1 pr.
Chair ^.Tuited Boudoir; L
ScarI V. linen; 1 l.OU 1.2o
scatter Rugs ^ $3.00 ea. (@ $3.96; 2 6.00 7.90
Curtains @ $2.96 pp. (^ $3.00; 2 pr. 6.90 6.00
Draperies @ $3.00 pr. (@ $6.98) 2 pr. 6.00 11.96
Sheets (9 $1.00 ea. (@ $1.59) 4 4.00 6.36
Pillow Cases @ 39^ ea. (@ 50(^) 4 1.56 2.00
Bedspread 1 5.00 5.96
Dresser Set 3 pes. 1.25 5.96
Puff (Down Filled) 1 4.00 17.95
Blanket (Wool) 1 3.00 15.96
Total $337.71 $181.27
1
TABLE IX. SEO'iam THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FIN.AL COST, FOR THE CHILDREN »S BEDROOM,
APARTMENT B.
Children's Bedroom - Maple
Items Number
Estimated Price
Price Paid
Eleven Piece Bedroom Set
f ^ 1^ ^\ Tit A f% 1vxncj.uQe8y
11 pes . $200.00 $100.00
Beds vTwin; 2
Dresser ^ijive Drawer; 1
Mirror 1
Chest (Six Drawer) 1
Maturesses - 2
oprings 2
r^xxxOWS ^ 1WO i 1
Lnaxr vcoucLOxr/ 1
jjesK urawer uomoxnauxon 1 26.00 22.50
ocarx vxxneix; 1 1.00 1.50
acaxuer xiugs vb' «p£<»ou ea« \\S: <t>rk«ou; 2 6.00 9.00
Curtains @ $2.00 pr. (@ $3.00) 2 pr
.
4.00 6.00
Draperies @ $3.00 pr. (@ $5.98) 2 pr. 6.00 11.96
Sheets @ $1.00 ea. (@ $1.15) 4 4.00 4.60
Pillow Cases @ 60^J ea. (@ 61^) 4 2.00 2.44
Bedspread @ $2.00 ea. (@ $5.98) 2 4.00 11.96
Puff (Down Filled) @ $7.95 2 15.90 15.90
Blankets (V/ool) @ $10.00 ea.
(@ $9.34) 2 20.00 18.68
Total $286.90 $204.54
1
TABLE X. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE LIVING ROOM, APARTlVENT B.
Living Room - Mahogany
Items
Eight Piece English Living Room Set
(includes)
Lounge Sofa
Chair (Club)
Coffee Table
Table Lamps
Bookcase
Table (Tier)
Chair (Pull-up)
Radio
Mirror
Lamp (Floor)
Lamp (Table) @ $5.00 ea. (@ $3.95)
Rug (9» X 12«)
Curtains @ $2.00 pr. (@ $2.98)
Draperies @ $3.00 pr. (@ $6.98)
Total
Estimated Price
Number Price Paid
8 Pes. $100.00 $100.00
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1 12.00 9.95
1 12.00 6.95
1 6.95 10.96
a 10.00 7.90
1 50.00 32.50
3 prs. 6.00 8.94
3 prs. 9.00 20.94
$206.95 $198.13
c
TABLE XI. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE KITCHEN, APARTMENT B.
Kitchen
Items Number Price
± ± X Vm*
Paid
Five Piece Kitchen Set (including
XUCLl V-ilctXJ. 0 OLlxU CI ueiuxc ^
5 pes. $ 45.00 $ 19.95
Li L 1 WXClilll \^ / vi^ 0(^» \fyj.*
pr. 2 .on
r* r> rv 1 T> cf l^oxron Pnor*©^ 7 pes
»
X^ . 9v>
93 pes. Xo . WL/
Luncheon Set of Dishes for oo 5,00 5.49
Breakfast Set of Dishes for 6 4.85 3.99
Kitchen Utensils for 6 4.98 6.98
Silver-plate Set for 12 7.95 19.95
Electric Toaster 1 8.00 5.95
Electric Iron 1 7.35 4.95
Vacuum Cleaner 1 20.00 21.75
Total $126.13 $125.59
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TABLE XII. SHOV/ING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE
AND FINAL COST, FOR THE BATHROOM, APARTMENT B.
Bathroom
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Hamper 1 $ 1.50 $ 2.95
Bath Mat and Seat Cover 2 2.00 3.49
Shower Curtain 1 4.00 2.9a
Window Curtain (to match) 1 2.50 1.98
Chenille Rug (16" x 30") 1 1.00 2.00
Bath Scale 1 2.00 3.50
Total $13.00 $16.90
r
TABLE XIII. SHOWIl^G THE ITEl/IS WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMTE
AND FINAL COST, OF THE LINENS FOR THE ENTIRE
APARTMENT B.
Linens
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Luncheon Set with Six Napkins 7 pes. $ 1.95 $ 6.96
Dinner Set with Twelve Napkins 13 pes. 2.95 7.95
Breakfast Set with Six Napkins 7 pes. 1.00 3.50
Turkish Towels @ 25^1 ea. (@ 60j^) 6 1.50 3.00
Hand Towels © 20^1 ea. C@ 25^) 6 1.20 1.50
Wash Cloths @ 10^ ea. (@ 15j^) 6 .60 .90
Total $ 9.20 $23.80

TABLE XIV. SHOWING THE SUMMARY OF THE FINAL PRELIMINARY
ESTII/iATE AND THE COST ALLO\VED FOR ALL THE
ROOMS, APARTIklEM' B.
Preliminary Cost
Room Estimate Allowed
Master's Bedroom $ 337.71 $ 181.27
Children's Bedroom 286.90 204.54
Living Room 205.95 198.13
Kitchen 126.13 125.59
Bathroom 13 .00 16 .90
Linens 9.20 23.80
Total $ 978.89 $ 750.23
While $800.00 was allowed, the preliminary estimate
amounted to $978.89. The actual cost, however, was
$750.23, which was $228.66 under the estimate and $49.77
less than the sum of $800.00 originally agreed upon.
c
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C. The Four Hundred Dollar Apartment * The general plan
of the four hundred dollar apartment is shown in Tables
X7, XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, and XXI, which follow.
The identical plan of price lists was followed as
described in Apartments A and B»
Schc-oi cf Education
Library
I
I

TABLE XV. SHOy/ING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIICENARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE MASTER'S BEDROOM, APARTB/iENT C.
Master's Bedroom - Maple
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Three Piece Bedroom Set
(includes)
O pes. ip OO • UO
Dresser 1
Bed 1
Chest 1
Chair (Cricket) 1 2.00 1.96
Mattress (Inner Spring) 1 20.00 6.99
Curtains @ $1.50 pr. (@ $1.00) 2 prs. 3.00 2.00
Sheets @ 75^ ea. (@ S5^) 4 3.00 3.40
Pillow Cases 60^ ea. (@ 29<^) 4 2.00 1.16
Pillows @ $2.00 ea. (@ $1.60) 2 4.00 3.00
Bedspread 1 2.00 2.95
Draperies @ $1.76 pr. (@ $1.69) 2 prs. 3.60 3.38
Blanket 1 6.96 4.98
Puff (Down Filled) 1 10.00 7.39
Scatter Rugs (§ $1.60 ea. (@ 890) 2 3.00 1.78
Total $114.46 $ 98.48
c
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TABLE XVI. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE CHILDREN »S BEDROOM,
APARTMENT C.
Children's Bedroom - Maple
Items Number
Estimated
Price
Price
Paid
Eight Piece Maple Bedroom Set
(includes)
8 pes. $ 50.00 $ 58.00
Beds (Twin) 2
Mattresses (two) 2
Springs (two) 2
Dresser 1
Mirror 1
Chair 1 1.00 2.98
Curtains e $1.00 pr. 2 prs. 2.00 2.00
Sheets & 89^ ea. (@ 84^^) 4 3.56 3.36
Pillow Cases @ 50^ ea. (@ 29^) 4 2.00 1.16
Pillows $1.00 ea. C@ $1.50) 2 2.00 3.00
Bedspread © $2.00 ea. (@ $1.79) 2 4.00 3.58
Draperies $3.00 pr. (@ $1.69) 2 prs. 6.00 3.38
Blanket @ $5.00 ea. (@ $4.98) 2 10.00 9.96
Puff (Down Filled) @ $4.00 ea.
(@ $3.99) 2 8.00 5.98
Scatter Rugs @ $1.50 ea. (@ $1.00) 2 3.00 2.00
Scarf (linen) 1 2.50 1.00 1
Total $ 94.06 $ 96.40
c(
TABLE XVII. SHOWIIIG THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMTE
AND FINAL COST, FOR THE LIVING ROOM,
APARTMENT C.
Living Room - Maple
Items
Ten Piece Living Room Set
(includes)
Sofa
Chairs
End Tables
Bridge Lamp
Table Lamps
Coffee Table
Radio
Rug (Wilton 9' x 12 •)
Curtains @ $1.50 pr. (@ $1.00)
Draperies @ $1.50 pr. {@ $1.69)
Lamp (Floor)
Total
Estimated Price
Number Price Paid
10 pes. $100.00 $ 79.50
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
3 prs.
3 prs.
1
4.99
30.00
4.50
4.50
2.00
5.95
13.95
3.00
6.07
3.00
$145.99 $110.47
rc
TABLE XVIII. SHOWING THE ITEMS, V/ITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE
AND FINAL COST, FOR THE KITCHEN, APARTMENT C.
Kitchen
Items Number
Estimated
Price
Price
Paid
Five Piece Kitchen Set (includes
four chairs and a table)
6 pes. $ 25.00 $13.95
Linoleum (15' x 13') 1 15.87 3.69
Cooking Set 7 pes
.
10.00 6.95
Dinner Set of Dishes for 12 7.95 8.95
Luncheon Set of Dishes for 8 3.00 4.50
Breakfast Set of Dishes for 6 2.98 2.95
Silver-plate Set for 20.00 14.95
Kitchen Set of Forks, etc. for e 1.95 2.10
Curtains @ SO^J (@ 69j^) 2 prs. 1.00 1.18
Electric Toaster 1 2.95 4.95
Electric Iron 1 3.95 3.95
Electric Clock 1 2.98 1.99
Vacuum Cleaner 1 21.95 17.95
Total $119.58 $88.06

TABLE XIX. SHOVING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, FOR THE BATHROOM, APARTMENT C.
Bathroom
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Hamper 1 $ 2.50 $ 1.98
Bath Mat and Seat Cover 2 1.00 1.00
Shower Curtain 1 1.95 1.98
Chenille Rug 1 1.50 .89
Total $ 6.95 $ 5.85

TABLE XX. SEOmm THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE AND
FINAL COST, OF THE LINENS FOR THE ENTIRE
APARTMENT C.
Linens
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Dinner Cloth and Six Napkins 7 $ 1.00 $ 3.49
Luncheon Cloth and Six Napkins 7 3.00 1.99
Bath Towels 4 1.00 1.00
Hand Towels 4 .88 .88
Wash Cloths 6 .10 .10
Total $ 6.98 $ 7.46
c(
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TABLE XXI. SHOWDJG THE SUMMARY OF THE FINAL PRELIMINARY
ESTIMTE AND THE COST ALLOWED FOR ALL THE ROOMS,
APARTMENT C.
Room
preiiminary
Estimate
cost
Allowed
Master *s Bedroom. $ 114.46 $ 98.48
Children* s Bedroom 94.06 96.40
Living Room 145.99 110.47
Kitchen 119.58 88.06
Bathroom 6.95 5.85
Linens 5.98 7.46
Total $ 490.01 $406.72
While $400.00 was allowed, the preliminary
estimate amounted to $490.01. The actual cost, how-
ever, was $406.72, which was $83.29 under the estimate
and $6.72 over the sum of $400.00 originally agreed upon.

D. The Two Hundred Dollar Apartment . The general plan of
the two hundred dollar apartment is shown in Tables XXII,
XXIII, XXIV, XXV, XXVI, XXVII, and XXVIII, which follow.
The plan of price lists is identical with the plan followed
in Ap€a»tments A, B, and C.
c{
TABLE mi. SHO'WING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE
AND FINAL COST, FOR THE MASTER'S BEDROOM,
APARTMENT D.
Master's Bedroom - Maple
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Six Piece Colonial Style
Maplewood Set 6 pes, $37.50 $36.00
(includes)
Bed (full size) 1
Dresser 1
Mirror 1
Chest 1
Mattress 1
Spring 1
Curtains @ $1.00 pr. (@ 60^ pr.) 2 prs. 2.00 1.00
Sheets @ 600 ea. 4 2.00 2.00
Pillow Cases @ 50^J ea. (@ 18^^ ea.) 4 2.00 .75
Pillows @ 60^^ ea. 2 1.00 1.00
Bedspread 1 .50 1.98
Blanket 1 1.00 2.00
Scatter Rugs @ $1.00 ea. (@ 89^ ea.) 2 2.00 1.78
Wool Filled Comforter 1 1.00 4.50
Total $49.00 $50.01
co
TABLE XXIII. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMIN.\RY ESTIMATE
AND FINAL COST, FOR THE CHILDREN'S BEDROOM,
APARTMENT D.
Children's Bedroom - Maple
Items Number
Estimated
Price
Price
Paid
Five Piece Maple Bedroom Set ^ pes. $ 40.00 $29.90
(includes)
Dresser (three drawer) 1
Mirror 1
Chest of Drawers 1
Beds (twin) 2
Mattress (2^ $2.00 (@ $5.00) 2 4.00 10.00
Curtains @ 60^ pr. 2 prs 1.00 1.00
Sheets @ 50^ ea. 2.00 2.00
Pillow Cases @ 25«^ (@ 2 for 25^) 4 1.00 .50
Pillows @ 60i^ ea. 2 1.00 1.00
Bedspread @ 260 (@ $1.00) 2 .50 2.00
Blanket @ $3.00 (@ $1.00) ^2 6.00 2.00
Scarfs @ 600 ea. (@ 26c/ 2 1.00 .50
Scatter Rugs @ $1.60 (@ 440) 2 3.00 .88
Quilt @ $1.00 ((S $2.00) 2 2.00 4.00
Total $ 61.60 $ 53.78
(
TABLE XXIV. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE
AND FIN.^ COST, FOR THE LIVING ROOM,
APARTMENT D,
Items Number
Estimated
Price
Price
Paid
Eight Piece Studio Ensemble
(includes)
8 pes. $40.00 $39.00
Studio Loucn .1
Lounge Chair 1
Occasional Chair 1
End Tables 2
Table Lan^s 2
Coffee Table 1
Radio 1 12.95 2.95
Rug (9» X 12') 1 20.00 10.95
Curtains @ $1.00 pr. (@ 50f< pr.) 3 prs. 3.00 1.50
Draperies @ $2.98 pr. (@ $1.69 pr) 3 prs. 8.94 5.07
Floor Lamp
Total
1 5.95
$90.84
3.00
$62.47
cc
TABLE XXV. SHOWING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE
AND FINAL COST, FOR THE KITCHEN, APARTMENT D.
Kitchen
Items
Five Piece Dinette Set
(given free if two or more rooms
of furniture are bought at one
time for at least $35.00 a room,
includes table and four chairs)
Cutlery Set
Dinner Set of Dishes
Luncheon Set of Dishes
Electric Toaster
Linoleum (9» x 12')
Silver-plate Set
Curtains @ 50^ pr.
Set of Pans
Estimated Price
Number Price Paid
5 pes. $ e $ 0
12 pes.
50 pes.
60 pes.
1
1
50 pes.
2 prs.
4
.50
8.00
1.95
2.98
4.00
1.00
6.99
2.95
1.19
3.69
30.00 10.95
1.00 1.00
1.00 1.39
Total $49.43 $29.16

TABLE XXVI. SHO'vVING THE ITEMS, WITH PRELIl/IINARY ESTIMTE
AND FINAL COST, FOR THE BATHROOM, APARTMENT D.
Bathroom
Estimated Price
Items Number Price Paid
Hamper 1 $ 1.00 $ 1.00
Shower Curtain 1 .50 1.00
Chenille Rug 1 .89 .44
Total $ 2.39 $ 2.44
cc
TABLE XXVII. SHOiVING THE ITET-IS, WITH PRELIMINARY ESTIMTE
AND FINAL COST OF THE LINENS FOR THE ENTIRE
APARTMENT D.
Linens
Items Number
Estimated
Price
Price
Paid
Tablecloth and Six Napkins
(cotton, 52« X 68")
7 $ 3.00 $ 1.00
Tablecloth (cotton, 54" x 76") 1 1.00 .69
Bath Towels 10 2.00 1.00
Hand Towels @ 10^ ea. 6 .60 .60
Wash Cloths 10^ ea. 6 .60 .60
Damask Tablecloth 1 3.00 1.99
Total $10.20 $ 6.88
<
TABLE XX7III. SHOVOTG THE Sma^ARY OF THE FIML PRELIMINARY
ESTimTE AND COST FOR ALL THE ROOMS,
APARTMENT D.
Preliminary Cost
Room Estimate Allowed
Master's Bedroom $ 49.00 $ 50.01
Children's Bedroom 61.50 53.78
Living Room 90.84 62.47
Kitchen 49.43 29.16
Bathroom 2.39 2.44
Linens 10.20 5.88
Total $263.36 $203.74
While $200.00 was allowed, the preliminary
estimate amounted to $263.36. The actual cost, how-
ever, was $203.74, which was $59.62 under the estimate
and $3.74 over the sum of $200.00 originally agreed upon.
cft
CHAPTER IV
DID THE CHILDREN LOSE OR GAIN IN PROBLEM ABILITY?
Work on the furnishing of four apartments at
different price levels had taken much school time. As
the work neared completion, it was natural to wonder if
the children had lost or gained by the experience. Although
preliminary tests had not been given, and although it was
realized that no adequate tests for such work were avail-
able, still it was decided to use the Munroe and Otis
Arithmetic Tests to see how these children compared with
similar children in the same grade within the same city.
TABLE 50aX. SHOWING SCORES ON THE OTIS ARITHMETIC REASONING
TEST, FORM A, FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP A, AND
TV;0 OTHER COMPARABLE CONTROL FIFTH GRADES,
INDICATED AS GROUPS B AND C.
GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C
Experimental
Group
Control
Group
Control
Group
Grade Norm • 6 Grade Norm = 6 Grade Norm = 6
Class Median = 6 Class Median = 5 Class Median = 4
Class Mean =6.3 Class Mean -•5.8 Class Mean " 5.9

TABLE XXX. SHOV/ING SCORES ON THE MUNROE STAITDARDIZED
REASONING TEST IN ARITm-IETIC , TEST I, FORM I,
FOR EXPERIIVIENTAL GROUP A, AND TWO OTHER
COMPARABLE CONTROL FIFTH GRADES, INDICATED
AS GROUPS B AND C.
GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C
Experimental i
Group
Control
Group
Control
Group
Correct
Principle
Correct
Principle
Correct
Principle
Grade Norm * 19.2
Class Median = 15.5
Grade Norm = 19.2
Grade Median =8.0
Grade Norm - 19.2
Class Median =21.6
Correct
Answer
Correct
' Answer
Correct
Answer
-
-
—
1
Grade Norm = 11.3
Class Median =7.4
r
Grade Norm = 11.3
Class Median =7.6
Grade Norm = 11.3
Class Median = 5.7
Mean * 23.4 Mean = 19.3 . Mean = 20.8
Results of the Tests.
The Otis and Munroe Arithmetic Reasoning Tests were
given to the fifth grades doing the functional problem work
and to two comparable fifth grades.
For convenience, they were labeled Groups A, B, and
C. Group A was the experimental group, and Groups B and C
were the control groups. Group B adhered strictly to the
textbook type problem. Group C also did the textbook type
problems but tried to modify them so that they would have
some relation to real life situations.
1I
The results of the Otis Arithmetic Reasoning Tests
indicate that Group A, the experimental group, received a
higher score than either of the control groups, B and C»
Group C, which did a little less of the formal textbook
type problems, received the next highest score, and Group
B, which strictly abided by the conventional formula type
of arithmetic problem, had the lowest score •
In the Otis Arithmetic Reasoning Test, the class
median for Group A coincided with the grade norm» The
class median for Group B received one point less than the
standard median for the fifth grade. Group C was two
points retarded.
It was interesting to note that although fractions
occurred in the Otis Test, Group A, which had as yet not
been taught fractions, still scored higher than either of
the other control groups which were drilled on fractions.
In the Munroe Standard Arithmetic Reasoning Tests,
Group A fiLgain had a higher score than either control
group B or C. Both groups, B and C, maintained the same
relationships in their scores as in the Otis Arithmetic
Reasoning Tests.
Using the class median as a basis for comparison,
Group A received three points less than the grade norm for
the correct principle; Group B had eleven points less, and
Group C had one point higher than the norm.
ii
C
Using the class median, as a basis for comparison,
Group A scored three points less than the grade norm for
the correct answer; Group B had three points less, and
Group C received five points less than the grade norms.
Conclusions from the results of these tests were
hardly justified, for the follov^ing reasons:
1. The intelligence quotients were not available
for any of the three grades tested. There-
fore equality of groups could not be determined.
2. There was not a sufficient number of fifth grade
groups that had participated, to get a valid
comparison between the experimental group and
the other groups.
3. It was not fair to test a group that had been
working with a problem unit by these tests
which h3.d the textbook type problems.
Nevertheless, the test results indicated that the
experimental group had not lost ground by abandoning the
regular textbook type of problem.
The tests used are shown in. Appendix A.
J
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A problem unit in arithmetic v/as developed by a
fifth grade. The unit consisted of furnishing four
different types of apartments, each having varied price
levels to work from. The price levels ranged from twelve
hundred dollars for the most expensive apartment, to two
hundred dollars for the least expensive apartment.
The outcomes of this problem unit in arithmetic
were satisfactory in several respects. The writer ventures
to list the following:
1. The children, who were slow and did not
like to do the problems from the textbook,
improved by working out the problem units,
as indicated by the results of the tests.
2. Because of the work that was necessary in
the unit, the children had clearer concepts
of how the processes in arithmetic were to
be used.
3. By discarding the regular textbook problems,
and using as a basis for problem.s in arith-
metic the child's every day experiences,
judgment and discretion, how to use and
budget money for the business and practical
affairs, were developed.
4. V/hile the tests used were poorly adapted
to testing the results of the newer type
of problem work, the following points may
at least be noted:

(a) Problems in both tests, that dealt
with small numbers, were more suc-
cessfully completed than those
consisting of larger numbers.
(b) Problems in which the situation was
familiar to the child were completed
to a greater extent than those prob-
lems in which the .situation was not
as familiar to the child. For example,
problems dealing with pencils, money,
banking, and foods, were more success-
fully completed than problems that
dealt with farming and farm life, for
the reason that these children were
city bred and therefore had no experi-
ence with farms.
(c) One step problems were completed and
correct more times than the two step
problems
•
(d) The terms, how many, how much, how far,
and how much was left, were well under-
stood by all the three groups.
The writer of this problem unit was not the
regular teacher in charge of the class, but
only worked with the group three times a week,
at one-half hour periods, for three months.
To the great satisfaction of the writer, the
regular teacher in charge of this group
followed up this type of functional problem
work by continuing with other arithmetic
units after this one was completed.
The total effect from the work on this function-
al unit with fifth grade pupils is toward en-
couragement for such work. Fifth grade children
can, apparently, be led to try to use judgment
in spending money.
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APPENDIX A
COPIES OF THE TESTS USED

OTIS ARITHMETIC REASONING TEST
(Test s of Otis Group Intelligence Scale : Advanced Examination)
By Arthur S. Otis, Ph.D.
Foimeily Development Specialist with Advisory Doard, General Staff, United States War Department
TEST: FORM A
Read this page. Do what it tells you to do.
Do not open this paper, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. Fill these blanks, giving your
name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.
Name Age last birthday years
First name, initial, and last name
Birthday Teacher Date 19 ...
.
Month Day <
Grade School City
On the other side of this sheet there are 20 problems in arithmetic. You are to write the answer
to each problem in the blank space after the problem as shown in the following sample.
Sample problem:
If a boy had 6 marbles but lost i marble, how many marbles did
he have left ? Answer : ( ) marbles
Notice where the answer is put. You will be given 6 minutes for the test. See how many prob-
lems you can get right in that time. You may use the margin of the paper to figure on if you need
to. Wait until you are told to turn the paper.
Score
Arithmetic
Age
Arithmetic
Quotient
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Copyright, 1922, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, oart: t: fr-\S
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
TEST Otis Arith. Reas. : A
Arithmetic
Directions. Place the answer to each problem in the parenthesis after the problem.
Do any figuring you wish on the margin of the page.
1
.
If a boy had lo cents and earned 5 cents, how much money did he have
then? ( ) cents i
2. At 4 cents each, how much will 12 pencils cost? ( ) cents 2
3. If a man had I25 and spent $10, how much money did he have left? . . . ( ) dollars 3
4. At 6 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 48 cents ? ( ) pencils 4
5. A boy spent 20 cents and then earned 30 cents. How much more
money did he have than at first ? ( ) cents 5
6. How far >can a train go in 5 hours at the rate of 40 miles per hour? . . . . ( ) miles 6
7. How long will it take a glacier to move 1000 feet at the rate of 100 feet
a year ? ( ) years 7
8. If 2^ yards of cloth cost 20 cents, what will 10 yards cost? ( ) cents 8
9. If 2 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents ?( ) pencils 9
10. If a man walks east from his home 7 blocks and then walks west 4 blocks,
how far is he from his home ? ( ) blocks 10
11. If a boy can run at the rate of 5 feet in ^ of a second, how far can he
run in 10 seconds? ( ) feet 11
12. A ship has provisions enough to last a crew of 20 men 50 days. How
long would they last a crew of 40 men ? ( ) days 1
2
13. One schoolroom has 7 rows of seats with 8 seats in each row, and
another schoolroom has 6 rows of seats with 9 seats in each row. How
many more seats does one room have than the other? ( ) seats 13
14. If 10 boxes full of oranges weigh 500 pounds, and each box when
empty weighs 5 pounds, what do all the oranges weigh ? ( ) poimds 14
15. Town X is 30 miles north of Town Y. Town Y is 15 mUes north of
Town Z. How far is Town Z from Town X? ( ) miles 15
16. If 3^ yards of cloth cost 70 cents, what will 2^ yards cost? ( ) cents 16
17. If a strip of cloth 36 inches long will shrink to 33 inches when washed,
how long will a 48-inch strip be after shrinking ? ( ) inches 1
7
18. If Frank can ride a bicycle 300 feet while George runs 200 feet, how
far can Frank ride while George runs 300 feet? ( ) feet 18
19. A hotel serves a mixture of 3 parts cream and 2 parts milk. How
many pints of cream will it take to make 25 pints of the mixture? ( ) pints 19
20. If a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is f as long as the
other piece, how long must the longer piece be ? ( ) inches 20
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that all books and papers have been removed from the desks. After telling the children
not to begin work ontil directed to do so, have those on the front seats distribute the
test papers, placing one npon the desk of each papU in the class. Have each papil All
in the blanks at the top of this page and then make clear the following directions:
"On the other pages of this folder there are printed a nomber of problems. Yon are
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1. Mr. Black received $2 a yard for
broadcloth. He sold 78 yds. How
much did he receive t
P=2
C=2
2. If a man has $275 in the bank and
draws out $70 how much has he
left in the bank T
P=2
C=2
3. Oats weigh 32 lbs. to a bushel.
How many bushels are there in a
load weighing 1,344 lbs,
!
P=3
C=2
4, Find the cost of 864 bags of coffee
of 130 lbs. each at 6 cents per
pound.
P=4
C=3
5. Mary worked 20 examples on Mon-
day and 19 on Tuesday. How
many did the work in the two
days!
P=2
0
C=l
6. After traveling 75 milei, how far
must I go to complete a trip of
95 miles T
P=2
0=1
7. A car contains 72,060 lbs. of wheat.
How much is it worth at 87 cents
a bushel f
P=4
C=3
8. At 3 cents per foot, what is the
cost of sufficient picture molding
to go around a room 14 ft. by 14
ftt
P=4
C=2
9. How many pounds of hay are
raised on 6 acres at 3,804 pounds
to the acreT
P=2
C=2
10. A Kansas farmer bought 80 acres
of cheap land for $240. Oil being
found on hit farm, he iold his land
for $60,000. What was his profit?
P=8
C=2
(Tom to next page)
11. Find the contents of a box 3 ft.
long, 2 ft wide, and 2 ft. high.
P=4
C=l
12. Three boys bought a rowboat for
$15.75 sharing the expense equally.
Find how much each boy has to
pay.
P=3
C=2
13. By selling butter at 24 cents per
pound a lady received enough
money to buy 48 pounds of coffee
at 20 cents per pound. How many
pounds of butter does she sellt
P=4
C=2
14. A house rents for $35 a month.
This is how much a yeart
P=2
C=2
15. Find the change from a two-dollar
bill in paying the following amounts
on packages to be sent by parcel
post: 12 cents, 20 cents, 8 cents,
14 cents, 32 cents.
P=3
C=2
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